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Now You can Pull Porter·cable Power. Out Of Thin Air.



DA250 15 GA. Angle Nailer



NS100 1"



Narrow Crown Stapler



For Porter-Cable's next revolution , we're applying our 90 years of woodworking power tool expertise towards pneumatic nailers and staplers. The result is a unique line of powerful pneumatic tools, complete with trademark Porter-Cable innovations. Like special, hard ened driver blades for added durability. And quick release nose pieces for less down time. Plus we offer a complete range of top-notch nails and staples to ensure Porter-Cable precision throughout. If you've been waiting for pneumatic tools specifically designed for the woodworker, visit your local Porter-Cable dealer or call 1 -800-487-8665. This PROFESSIONAL POWER TOOLS SINCE 1906 line hits the nail on the head.



PORTER +[ABLE



BN 1 25 18 GA. Brad Nailer



BN200 18 GA. Brad Nailer
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FN200 16 GA. Finish Nailer



FN250 16 GA. Finish Nailer



NINETY YEARS OF IDEAS THAT WORK.
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Enjoy the benefits of HVLP with a SUPER System!



DOWNES & 456READER HARDWOOD MA CO., INC.



made by Ametek-Lamb (Ohio).



Boston: (617) 442-8050



ARD SOFTWOODS: PLYWOOD: IP UPS7-11 M-F 7-5,SHSAT H WOODS:



"Quality of atomization rated 9.8 out of



10..



..



Ash Basswood Beech Birch Bulternut



This system includes an excel the gun atom



izes beautifully and has a full range of features." - American Woodworker Magazine
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High transfer efficiency
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Soft, easy to control spray Compact and portable



EADCanada



Ross Ave. #5,Toronto, Ontario,



R



FUll



Fax:



Cherry Hickory Hard Maple Soft Maple Red Oak



Aromati, Cedar



& ARD MILLINGIDELIVERY AVAI LE Fax:



White Oak Poplar Walnut And"oroba Bubinga



Birch Cherry



WE



(416) 663-6238



IAB



Southern YeUow Pine



Fir Russian Birch



INDUSTRIAL SPRAY EQUIPMENT LTD.



M3J 2L6 1-800-650-0930



02072



Wholesale Distributor of Hardwood, Softwood Plywood COME TO OUR Y AND SELECT YOUR OWN!



most powerful 3-stage turbine motor



lent three-stage turbine



- Evans Drive, Stoughton,



Box



Our SUPER model offers you the
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S99.00
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0228-110229-1 3/8" VSR Drill



TOT 5 112.00



6507 SawzHIl Kit 6365 7-114" Circle 5397 3/8" Hammfr-Drlll Kit



"" TOT $ 144.00 TDT $126.00



TDT $149.00 6539-1 Cordless Pencil ScrewDriver TOT $ 74.00 6547-1



Cordless Driver Kit



0407-1 3/8" 12-Volt Cordless



TOT $ 99.00



TDT $ 179.00
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O R D E R 1-800-328-0457 MAIL O R D E R HOURS M-F 7:00-5 :30 C.S.T. SAT 8 :00-1 :00
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Seat centerline



C



oopering is the barrel-maker's art, precision and gluing them together cor the technique of joining beveled rectly takes planning as well as practice. Unlike a seat made from flat lumber, a staves into curved surfaces. I curved seat provides no flat reference learned it from James Krenov at the College of the Redwoods, not a place known for its points. There's no doubt that making a coopered seat for a chair like this rocker is wooden barrels and buckets. Krenov taught me how to use this technique for more involved than shaping a solid seat. making a variety of curved furniture parts But is it worth it? Absolutely. Coopered like cabinet doors and case sides. But it was seats are extremely comfortable, and they Jeremy Singley, a woodworker I've never look simply but elegantly sculptural. met, who got me thinking about coopering M up a t before solid wood to form curved chair seats. Singley had tackled the problem of mak cu g t patt ing a curved chair seat by cutting sawkerfs There are two curves in these seats: the ba in the bottom of the chair blank and then sic curve of the seat (the profile you see if driving wedges into the slots to force the you look at the chair from the back) and a seat into a curve. After reading about his ap double curve in the front that forms the proach, I remember thinking that cooper pommel. My first step is to make a mock-up ing would be a lot easier. Because I wasn't seat. Then I establish the finished size of the making chairs with solid seats at the time, I seat (19 in. deep by 21 in. wide for this rock filed the thought away. er) and find the right radius for the basic Lay out the curves before cutting curve. I want as much curve as possible. Eight years later, when I began to consid staves. Templates offront and rear seat er a chair with a solid seat and spindle But I don't want the seat to pinch my legs curves are traced onto a piece of scrap. Staves will be cut in order, beginning at turned parts, it was only a short leap back together when I'm seated. So I settled on a the seat centerline. to the idea of a coopered seat. Unlike the radius of 27 in. and a seat thickness of 1 1/4 in. traditional method of sculpting a seat from With the width, curve and thickness esa thick plank of wood, coopering produces tablished, making a template that corre a seat that is curved across both top and bottom. I think of chairs sponds with the back edge of the seat is a simple matter with a set essentially as functional sculpture, so a coopered seat promised to of trammel points. The front template is more complicated be add to the chair's visual appeal (see the photo at left). cause it has the pommel meeting in the center. I start with the tem At first I was just going to use a simple, curved panel as the seat plate for the basic curve that I've just made and then lay out the something like a section from a barrel. But I soon realized that with pommel over it. The height and width of the pommel is up to you, a little planning and some judicious cutting, I could form a pom but my seats have a ridge that rises 1 in. above the basic curve at mel at the front of the seat before the staves were glued up. It the center and fairs into the seat at a point about 5t;z in. on either side of the centerline (see the photo above). It's important to get a seemed easy enough on paper. In reality, it wasn't, and I did sev eral seats before I was happy with the result. Coopering a chair smooth transition between the basic curve and the double curve seat is still a lot of work. Staves must be cut and fitted with great of the pommel. Once you have the front edge laid out, you can



ock ttin seasea erns



Photos except where noted: Scott Gibson; drawings: Vince Babak
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FITTING STAVES TO THE TEMPLATE



� waste



Shape of finished seat, i n . thick



1'14



Seat centerline



Work from the center out. The author has marked this first stave so it will conform to the centerline of the drawing.



Mark the cut for the pom mel After the bevel has been cut on the tablesaw, the stave can be markedfor thefirst of two bandsaw cuts that will define the pommel at the front of the seat.



F i rst bandsaw cut removes waste front to back.



Adjust the bandsaw by eye. The first angled cutfor the pommel is made freehand on the bandsaw. The angle is found by marking the end of the stave on thefront template drawing.



make a template of it. The templates can be traced onto a piece of scrap, and each stave is marked and cut directly from this drawing.



Pay attention to



grain when selecting staves



Generally, I use eight staves to glue up a seat blank. Because I do the bulk of the shaping on the finished seat with planes and spoke shaves, I look for wood that will cut cleanly. For the same reason, I like to arrange the staves with the grain running in the same direc ce. And because the pommel ridge is so tion along the top s prominent, I always cut the two staves that form the ridge from the same piece of wood. That reduces the chance of seeing the glueline.



urfa



The pommel begins at the center of the seat and falls away to ei-
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A pommel at the front center of the seat is formed i n two steps by bandsawing the two staves on each side of the seat centerl ine. Layout l i nes for the first cut are taken from the front template drawing. The second cut is detailed in the top photo a n d drawing on t h e facing page.



Stave nowfits the drawing. The inside edge of this stave has been beveled on the tablesaw and the top cut end to end on a bandsaw. The stave should line up with the template drawing.



Mark the drawingfor the next stave. The author marks the drawing where the outside edge of thefirst stave stops. The edge of the next stave, beveled at a slightly steeper angle, starts here.



ther Side, so I need thicker material at the center than I do at the outer edges. The drawing on p. 61 shows the dimensions I use for the eight staves. So to save time later, I make the innermost staves narrower than the ones on the outside. The more of a curve you span with a stave, the more material there is to remove by hand af ter the seat is glued up. I always cut an even number of staves and make identical left and right pieces as I go.



Laying out the staves on the drawing With the staves roughed out and the templates traced onto a piece of scrap, I'm ready to mark and cut each stave in order. I start in the middle and work out. The series of photos above shows how



the staves are marked. The outer edge and bottom of each stave is left square as I work outward along the curve. The bevels are cut on the inside faces of the staves, and the angles vary. The first stave is cut on the tablesaw so its inside face (the one along the chair's centerline) is about 2 1/2°. The inside edge of the second stave has a bevel of about 5 0 , and the two outside staves These angles will vary with the seat, and are beveled at about you'll just have to experiment as you go along. Just make sure the staves conform to the drawing you've made from the template. And remember to cut the stave's mirror image-the stave for the other side of the chair-as you go along.



Lay out the second pommel cut. The tem plate drawing of the back of the seat, a straightedge and a curved cardboard template are used to lay out the second cut that willfinish up the rough pommel shape.



r.



nnin



Fo



g the po



el with the bandsaw mm



The pommel is like a small hill that rises out from the center of the seat in the front. It fairs into the basic curve of the seat to the sides and to the rear. Only the two staves to either side of the centerline have to be cut for the pommel-the two outer staves on each side are simply beveled to fit the basic seat curve. The side-to-side profile of the pommel is formed stave by stave using the front template and the bandsaw. To cut the second pom mel curve, the one from front to back, I start by deciding how far back from the front edge of the seat the ponunel ridge will extend. I find that about 5 in. works well on my finished seat. Because I've allowed an extra inch in the length of the staves for the rough seat blank, I make a mark 6 in. in from the front on the top inside edge of the two center staves. At the back of the stave, I mark the point where the stave inter sects the back template. With the help of a straightedge and a card board template for the ponunel curve, I draw a line on the inside edge of the stave parallel with the bottom that sweeps up into the pommel (see the top photo). The sweep of the second pair of staves is marked after I've cut the first ones on the bandsaw.



Waste removed i n second bandsaw cut



Use cardboard template to fair pommel into seat.



Eight staves make a seat. Once the con tours of the pommel have been cut on the four center staves, seat parts are now readyfor glue-up.



There's a trick to gluing up Now that all the staves are cut, how do you glue this thing togeth er? Well, it's not like gluing up straight stock. I glue up staves in pairs: the two outside staves on each side, the two inside staves on each side, then the two halves of each side and, finally, the whole seat. Gluing the whole thing up at once would be nearly impossi ble. The most important part of glue up in any coopered panel or seat is getting clamp pressure at exactly 90° to the face of the joint. I use my template drawings to determine the correct line of clamp pressure and make angled glue blocks. Keeping clamp pressure on the centerline is crucial to a tight joint. Even small deviations will result in open gluelines. The final glue-up-in which the two halves of the seat are joined-is the most complicated. Because of the amount of curve involved, the line of pressure for the clamp falls below the outer edge of the seat. I make a heavy jig that fits against the bottom and outside edge of each half and screw it directly to the seat blank in areas that will be cut away later (see the photo at right). If glue-up has gone well, shaping the seat should be relaxing and fun. I have a variety of round-bottomed planes I've made, some specifically for this chair seat, as well as spokeshaves and scrapers that accommodate the various curves. For me, this is fun. But if it sounds like too much trouble, you could get away with abrasives and curved scrapers alone for final shaping.



0



Charles Argo is a partner in Sierra Craftsmen, a customfurniture making studio in Visalia, Calif



A Jig forfinal glue-up. By the time the author is ready to glue the two halves of the seat together, the clamp line is well below the two outside edges of the seat, making clamping tough. The solution is a jig that is screwed to the seat blank. March/April 1996
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Job-Site Sharpening Sandpaper makes a keen edge in a hurry by Stephen Winchester



Sharp enough. The author's sandpaper-sharpened chisel shaves curls off the end grain of a piece of birch molding. The dull chisel, with a l/l6-in.-deep nick, is shown at right



W



hen I'm in my shop, I sharpen chisels and plane irons with a wet grinding wheel and water stones. They do a great job, but they're not very portable. So when I'm on a job site in stalling cabinets, I leave the wheel and stones at home and use sandpaper to sharpen dull tools. All I need for sharpening is a belt sander, a sheet of 120-grit sandpaper and two pieces of 3M's Microfinishing film. It may sound crude, but the edge I get will shave hair off my arm. More important, the edge will shave tight curls off any hardwood I en counter on the job (see the photo above). "Never use a belt sander on a chisel or
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a plane iron!" you say. Trust me. A belt sander grinds a bevel qUickly, and it won't hurt the tool as long as you use a light touch. I put a 120-grit belt on my belt sander, set it upside down on a portable bench and take it easy with the grinding. Overheating the blade will destroy the temper, so I don't bear down on the tool. And I don't let the tool stay on the belt for more than a few seconds at a time. Once I've eliminated any nicks and es tablished the bevel, I hone my edge tools with the 120-grit paper and the Microfinish ing film backed by a piece of scrapwood, as shown in the photos on the facing page. The wood doesn't have to be perfectly



flat-just free of large gouges or cracks. After hOning on the 120-grit sandpaper, I use 60-micron and 30-micron Microfinish ing film. The grades get finer as the number goes lower. The 60 micron is equivalent to about 220-grit, and 30 micron is about the same as 400-grit paper. This stuff lasts forever, too. I've been us ing the same pieces of film for two years. I get my Microfinishing film from a local auto-body supply store. Call 3M at (800) 742-9546 to find the nearest distributor.



0



Stephen Winchester is a professional cabi netmaker andfurnituremaker. He lives in Gilmanto n, NH PhOtos: Vincent Laurence



Grind the bevel. A 120-grit belt is usually as coarse you 'll need, but ij there 's a deep nick in the edge, go to 50-grit and then to 120-grit. Use a light touch, and don 't let the chisel or plane iron stay on the beltfor more than a few sec onds at a time. If the tool becomes too hot to hold, it could lose its hardness. Let it cool before doing anyfurther grinding.



as



Remove the burr by rubbing the back of the tool on 120-grit paper. Keep the tool perfectlyflat on the paper.



Use 120-grit on the bevel. When the bevel has a consistent polish, flip the tool over, and remove the burr again.



Continue honing with 60- and then 30-micron Microfinishingfilm. Re move the burr with the same grit.



Strop the bevel and back sever al times on any convenientpiece of leather-a nail apron 's tape holder, a belt or a work boot will do fine. Now you 're ready to plane or pare.



Small-Shop Dust Collectors Choosing the rightfeatures andpowerfor your needs by Sandor



N



agyszalanczy



E



ven woodworkers with no natural housekeeping skills eventually may recognize that the sawdust piling up on the shop floor is a nuisance. Sawdust is also a fire hazard and, worse, poses seri ous health risks. Some of the bits of dust pumped into the air are many times small er than the human eye can detect. Dust particles that small can stay aloft for hours, plenty of time to be inhaled and lodge in the deepest cavities of your lungs. Expo sure to dust over long periods of time may even give you cancer. These are good reasons to have a central dust-collection system. A well-designed system whisks wood dust and debris from the machinery, work stations and floor sweeps to a canister or bag. Good-quality filters capture most of the dust before the air is returned to the shop. Any small parti cles that sneak through can be controlled with an air-filtration device or by wearing a dust mask. The result is a healthier and cleaner shop. You can get good results by mounting a collector on a dolly and wheeling it from job to job. But I think a central collection system-consisting of a collector, rigid metal ducts and flexible hose-is the best approach. A good central collector is tai lored to suit the equipment in your shop.



ecto tral acuums



coll Cen vs. shop v



rs



Shop vacuums or small portable collectors work well when collecting dust from a sin gle machine or from portable power tools. But many of them don't have much chip holding capacity. A shop vacuum has a small universal motor, like those that are used in most portable power tools, run ning at a high speed to drive a fan that draws sawdust through a 1-in. to 2 1/4-in. flexible hose. Hoses that small can clog easily with large shavings. A central collector is like a big shop-vac uum cleaner, with some important differ ences. A central collector employs a pow-
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Photos except where noted: William Duckworth



erful induction motor (the kind used in most stationary machines) to drive a large volume fan. This blower, or impeller, moves chips and sawdust through duct work 3 in. to 6 in. or more in diameter. A central dust collector moves a large vol ume of air at 3,500 to 4,000 feet per minute (fpm)-a speed just high enough to keep chips and dust moving through the ducts



Single-stage collector With a single-stage collector, a l l a i r, fine d ust, large chips and debris are drawn through the blower. Fabric bags filter fine dust.



in a well-designed system. In contrast, a shop vacuum moves a small volume of air at a high velocity-8,000 fpm or more-through a small-diameter hose. This high-velocity air is subject to more friction, which is why these machines quickly choke if you try to draw sawdust through more than just a few feet of hose.



Two-stage systems are safer and more efficient Once you've decided to buy a central dust collector for your shop, you are faced with a number of choices. The most basic is whether to go with a single-stage or a two stage design (see the drawings at right). Prices range from less than $200 for a I-hp Single-stage version to more than $2,500 for a big-capacity two-stage collector. Single-stage collectors are widely adver tised in woodworking-supply catalogs and magazines, and most of them are manufac tured in Taiwan. These simple devices con sist of a blower and a filter-bag assembly (see the top photo at right). Incoming dust and chips travel through the blower and then into fabric bags. The lower bag col lects the sawdust. A two-stage collector removes larger par ticles and coarse dust before air enters the blower. Most two-stage collectors use ei ther a canister or a cyclone (more about cy clones later) to separate heavier debris. Only fine dust moves through the blower and into the filters. Two-stage collectors have several advan tages over Single-stage models. Because large debris doesn't go through the blow er, there's less wear and tear on the fan and less racket caused by chunks of wood striking the blower. More important, this reduces the risk of a fire or explosion. Bits of metal, like a nail or a staple, can cause a spark when they hit the blower and ignite dust inside the filter bag. When only very fine dust is sent to the filters, they become more efficient: The filters are less likely to clog, they will need to be cleaned less of ten and they will allow air to flow more freely through the system. Disadvantages? Canister-style collectors Drawings: Christopher Clapp



Single-stage collectors, such as this 2-hp unit, connect easi ly to small central-collection systems. One drawback is that the debris enters through the unit's blower where cutoffs or stray bits of metal can cause problems.



,



"



Two-stage collector With a two-stage collector, like the can ister style shown here, large chips and debris settle out when air and wood dust enter the ca nister. Only fine dust passes through the blower a n d into t h e filter bag.



The lid can be heavy with this kind of two-stage collec tor. One option would be to install a block and tackle nearby with a wall cleat to tie off the rope.



and cyclone collectors are more expensive than comparably sized Single-stage units, and many two-stage systems are just too big for small shops. One drawback to canister-style collec tors, sometimes called barrel-top collec tors, is that you must lift off a heavy top as sembly to empty the drum (see the bottom photo). You can make that chore easier by



hooking a block and tackle to a ceiling joist over the unit to raise and lower the top. The low cost and availability of single stage models make them popular in many small woodworking shops. With a pre-sep arator added in front of the blower, a sin gle-stage collector will perform like a two stage unit. This conversion will increase the chip-holding capacity of the collector
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and make sawdust easier to empty. More important, it will allow you to collect larg er chips and metal debris more safely.



Cyclones, separator cans and drop boxes A cyclone is one kind of pre-separator. It's a sheet-metal cylinder with a funnel-shaped lower section that empties into a drum. In coming air full of dust and chips swirls around until the heavier debris slows down and drops to the bottom. You can purchase a system with a built-in cyclone, such as the Delta 50-900 series (see the photo at left). Or you can build or buy a cyclone and connect it to a single stage system (for more on this, see F # 100, pp. 76-81). Be sure the cyclone fits the air-moving capacity of your blower and ductwork system. If you can't afford a cyclone, you can add a pre-separator to your system by installing either a dust-separator can or a drop box ahead of the blower. Though they are less efficient than a cyclone, these devices are inexpensive and can increase the chip holding capacity of your system. A dust-separator can is a drum or a barrel



WW



A built-in cyclone does an excellentjob separating chips and dust before they reach the blower. This Delta 50-903 collector has a 5-hp motor. A cheaper alterna tive-This cast-plas tic separator lid (with a 1 11:rhp Penn State #DC3 portable collector)fits snugly on a 30-gal. trash can. Connected to a ductwork system, the lid isolates large debris and trans forms a single-stage collector into a safer two-stage unit.
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with an inlet and an outlet arranged so that heavier materials settle out as dust and de bris enter it. Only fine dust travels to the blower and the filters. You can build your own separator can by installing a few plastic plumbing fittings in to the removable lid of a fiber or steel drum. Flexible hoses connect the inlet to the ductwork and the exhaust to the blower. Or you can buy a cast-plastic lid that's designed to fit over a standard 30-gal. galvanized-steel trash can (see the bottom photo). This inexpensive lid accepts 4-in. dia. hoses and hooks up quickly to most systems. The lid is available through a number of woodworking-su pply catalogs. A drop box is an even more basic pre separator (see the drawing on the faCing page). It consists of an airtight plywood box with an inside baffle. As air from the ductwork enters on one side, chips settle and fall into a removable bin inside the box.



Choose a collector with enough power To determine the size and power of a cen tral collector, you'll need to know two things: the amount of air the collector's blower is capable of moving, measured in cubic feet per minute (cfm) and the amount of air resistance in the ductwork that the collector must overcome, stated as



static pressure (sp). Generally, more motor horsepower and larger blowers mean more air-moving capacity for the collec tion system. The amount of power you'll need depends on three factors: 1. How much sawdust your shop pro duces. The more debris a machine pro duces, the greater the volume of air need ed to capture and convey it. See the chart on p. 70 for average cfm requirements for small-shop machines. 2. How far the ductwork must move saw dust. The farther or more roundabout the distance debris must travel, the stronger the collector you'll need. Ribbed, flexible hose generates more friction than straight, smooth-walled duct. Small-diameter ducts add more friction and require more power. 3. How many machines the collection system must handle simultaneously. In most ductwork systems, blast gates control the suction at each work station. Running several machines at once with two or three gates open, common in a shop with sever al people, requires more air and power than running a single machine with only one gate open. If your shop is about the size of a two-car garage and you use only one machine at a time, your central collector should deliver at least 5 in. of sp and about 20%-50% more cfm than is required by your largest dust producing machine, as shown in the chart on p. 70. Use a 4-in. pipe for most branch ducts; thickness planers need a 5-in. pipe. Connect the branches to a 5-in.- or 6-in. dia. main duct. If your shop is larger or your collection system is more complicated, the only way to ensure you'll end up with the right size central collector is to design your entire system first. This involves laying out and sizing all the system's main and branch ducts, figuring the cfm needs for all the ma chines used at one time and calculating the air resistance, or sp losses, in the system. This process is too complicated to cover in this article, but if you are up to doing the calculations yourself, Air Handling Systems (5 Lunar Drive, Woodbridge, CT 06525; 800-367-3828) offers a free catalog with in structions for doing the math. The compa ny also sells a simple calculator for $ 10, which works like a slide rule. If you need more help in designing your system, your local air-handling equipment supplier usually can help. Oneida Air Sys tems (l005 W. Fayette St., Syracuse, NY 13204; 315-476-5151) is one dealer that pro vides free design services.



A



drop box creates a two-stage system from a single-stage collector



This 36-i n . by 60-i n . box, built from 3/.-i n . plywood, is about right for a system that moves 1 ,000 cfm. The size of the box is not critica l, as long as you make it airtight.



Duct from eq u i p ment



�



("0••"",....



Air and fine d u st exit box and travel to blower.



600 sloped l i p gu ides chips into bin.



------,



Internal baffle Velocity of incoming a i r sl ows, a n d chips settle out into bin.



Hi nged doors seal bottom h a lf of box front.



� Plywood co l l ection bin on casters ro l l s out for chip disposal. You also could use a l a rge plastic trash can.



Advertised vs. actualperformance-Be aware that the cfm ratings you see in ome advertisements reflect the amount of air a collector moves when it's not connected to any ductwork and is operating with no re sistance (that's 0 sp). This is known as free air cfm. Static-pressure ratings also can be misleading because they can represent the pressure loss generated when no air is moving at all, or at 0 cfm. So how do you really know how much power a collector is capable of generating at a particular cfm? You can ask the manu facturer for a copy of the collector's perfor mance curve. (The performance curve is a graph that plots the actual amount of air the collector will convey under different work loads.) If the dealer can't supply you with one, I suggest buying a unit from one who can, or select a model that is sized at least 50% larger than your requirements.



Wh if



at your collector isn't strong enough?



If you own an underpowered collector, you'll know by the telltale sawdust that ac-



cumulates around your equipment. Chips that have settled in the ductwork are an other sure sign. If you can't afford to buy a new one, there are a few things that you can do to improve the efficiency of your present collector: 1. Relocate the collector so that it's closer to the machines and floor sweeps. When you reduce the length of ductwork and straighten the number of twists and turns, you lower the resistance to air flow. 2. If dust collection is inadequate at only one machine, such as the planer, move it closer to the blower. Or you could discon nect it from your main system, and use a separate dedicated collector to service just that machine. 3. Add more power by connecting two dust collectors in tandem. You'll nearly double the force of your system by attach ing two units together. Run a hose from the outlet of one blower to the inlet of another. To avoid pressure imbalances, use two identical units. 4. Buy a larger dust bag, or retrofit the fan-inlet plate with a larger duct (both are
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The kind of fabric matters Cotton sateen is the least expensive and the least effective at filtering fine dust. It's also more prone to rot and mildew.



Woven polyester is more d u rable but not much better at capturing fine d u st.



flame to keep the fabric from becoming clogged, are very popular for general woodworking. They can capture 99.5% of very fine dust particles between .2 and 2 microns. For advice on which fabric is best for your collector, consult with a filter bag company, such as Midwesco Filter Re sources (400 Battaile Drive, Winchester, VA 22601 ; 800-336-7300).



Dust cake and filter cleaning-Fine



Knitted polyester stretches l i ke the material used to make athletic tube socks. It's thick enough for good filtration. The dark l ines in this bag are carbon fibers. which help dissi pate static electricity.



Felted polyester has no nap (l ike wool felt) and tends to be more expensive than woven polyester. Its thickness creates a three-dimensional maze that traps fine d u st particles better than a l l the other samples shown.



available from Oneida Air Systems). These methods work especially well with many single-stage collectors. Just like fitting big ger carburetors or mufflers to an auto en gine, these new components help the unit convey a larger volume of air. Oneida Air Systems also sells large replacement bags.
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tlltration



Exhaust from the blower must pass through a filter to remove fine dust and re turn clean air to the shop. The quality of fil tration depends on the kind of fabric mate rial used and the filter's total surface area.



Good and better filter materials-If you purchased a Single-stage collector a few years ago, it probably came with a cot ton sateen or a cotton duck fabric bag. These do a poor job of filtering out dust particles smaller than 30 microns (1 micron is a millionth of a meter). Dust particles below 10 microns do the most respiratory damage. Most of the col lectors sold today come with bags sewn from polyester fabrics-they're better at fil tering out harmful dust. Some manufactur ers offer them as an alternative to cheaper cotton bags. Polyester fibers can be woven, knitted or felted (see the photo above). Filter bags that are made from 12-oz. or 16-oz. felted polyester, singed on the inside by a gas
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Air vol ume required for small shop woodworking machines Machine



Average cfm needed



Tablesaw



350-500



Bandsaw



400



Radia l-arm saw



400



Scroll s a w



350



J o i nter



400



Planer



500



S h a per



350-450



(8- 1 2 i n . )



( u p to 1 5 i n . ) ( 1 0- 1 2 i n . )



( u p to 8 i n . )



( u p to 12 i n . ) Ph-i n . to ll4-i n . a rbor) Lathe



450



Disc ( 1 2 i n . ) o r belt sander



(6



in.)



400



N ote: T h e s e n u m b e r s a re a v e r a g e s



based o n duct sizes of 4 i n . o r 5 i n . d i a . A



s h a per cutti n g a crown m o l d i n g needs more air v o l u me than the same machine



tri m m i n g a 1f4-in. bevel on a s h elf edge.



Call the m a n ufacturer o r an a i r- ha n d l i n g



eq u i p m e n t s u p p l ie r f o r exact figures.



dust builds up quickly on the inside sur face of a filter, forming a film that's known as dust cake. In one way, this is good be cause the cake acts as a filter in its own right-the buildup of particles blocks the passage of finer and finer dust. But as a filter becomes more clogged (in dustry pamphlets call this "blinded"), the air passing through the bag has more diffi CUlty escaping. The mounting static pres sure inside the bag actually reduces air flow through the entire collection system. Excess pressure will eventually force fine particles right through the fabric. To keep dust cake from getting too thick, shake the bags occasionally.



Getting enough filter surface area No amount of cleaning will keep a filter bag working efficiently if there isn't enough surface area. An air-to-cloth ratio is the comparison of a collector's cfm rating to the total square-foot area of its filters. For general woodworking, an air-to cloth ratio of 10:1 is about right. So for every 10 cfm of air delivered, you will need 1 sq. ft. of filter area. Many small-shop dust collectors are skimpy on filter area. It is not uncommon to find Single-stage units with air-to-cloth ratios of 35:1 or more. On many models, the lower bag also serves as a dust bin, which further reduces the ef fective filter area. In addition to replacing original bags with larger ones, you can gain even more filter-surface area by building a plenum that directs exhaust from the blower to multiple filter bags, or tubes (see # 100, pp. 76-81). By using small-diameter tubes, you can add a surprising amount of filter area in a few square feet of shop space. And clean air makes a more enjoy able workplace.
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Sando r Nagyszalanczy is a writer and contributing editor to Fine Woodworking magazine. His book, Woodshop Dust Con trol, will be available from The Taunto n Press this summer. Photo this page: author
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uite a few woodworkers I know are un enthusiastic, even fearful, about spray fin



ters to ensure a steady supply of clean, fresh air. No matter where you plan to spray, check with your local building officials first.



ishing. They believe the equipment is too mysterious, too costly and too hard to master. In fact, just the opposite is true. There are many sim ple-to-operate, reasonably priced spray systems out there (see # 1 13, pp. 58-61). It took me less time to become proficient with a spray gun than it did to master a router. Best of all, the finish from a gun is often so smooth that I don't have to rub it out. Following sound spraying principles and knowing how to use the equipment helps me produce virtually flawless finishes.



Careful prep



tion is essential



ara



How you prepare the surface is just as important as how you spray the finish. Sand the entire piece thoroughly (see the photo at left on p. 72). For stained work, I usually raise the grain with a damp cloth, let the surface dry and sand with 220-grit before I spray. For waterborne finishes and dyes, I sand to 180-grit and spray a light coat of dye stain or finish. This raises the grain and stiffens the fibers, making them easier to sand Spraying takes a bit of ere to spray with 220-grit. practice. Surface prepara The best place to spray is in a booth where a Spraying paint or pigmented lacquers is more tion, finish consistency and powerful exhaust removes overspray and dust involved. Opaque finishes highlight tiny imper technique all are important. from the air. If you're spraying solvent-borne fections (see # 1 1 1, pp. 62-65). They often finishes, you really have no other choice than to use an explosion require at least two rounds of filling, sanding and priming before proof spray booth. But they're costly. You don't need explosion the wood is ready to be sprayed. proof equipment to spray waterborne finishes, and they're getting better and better (see # 1 15, pp. 48-53). You only need a the r h to a sprayable consistency place that is well-ventilated and clean. If you have the floor space, Life would be easier if you could always pour finish straight from you can build a spray room that has an exhaust fan and intake the can into a spray pot and begin applying it. But occasionally,
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Photos except where noted: Alec Waters
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you'll have to thin it. Which thinner you use and how much you add will depend on the material you're applying, the spray system you're using and what the piece will be used for. Some manufac turers do a lousy job of providing thinning information. If the ap propriate thinner is listed on the label, use it. Because some cans of finish say that the contents don't need to be thinned, they don't list a thinner. If this is the case, you generally can thin the finish with the solvent that's recommended for cleanup.



Finding the correct Viscosity-The viscosity of a finish is a mea surement of its resistance to flow. Thinning a finish lowers the viscosity, which allows it to be broken into smaller particles (or at-
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LEAST VISIBLE A REAS FIRST Before spraying, make a dry run through the whole process. To help prevent you from over coating or missing areas, visualize and then prac tice the sequence of spray strokes. Although the order in which you spray parts of a piece may vary slightly, there



1



Spray overhead corners, and then fill in the inside top.



are a few rules of thumb worth following: Start with the least visible areas, such as drawer bottoms and cabinet backs, and work your way to those parts that will be seen. For exam ple, spray the edges of tabletops, doors and shelves before the tops. This minimizes the over spray on the most visi



Sprayedfinishes are only as good as the surface below. The author primed this bookcase and now sands it with 220-gritpaper in preparation for spraying on a tinted water borne lacquer topcoa�



ble surfaces. Working from the inside out holds true for case pieces, too, as shown in the series of photos at right. Always work from



omized) more easily by the spray gun. The finer the atomization, the smoother the appearance. Thinners can eliminate common spray problems (see the box on pp. 74-75) like orange peel, but if used improperly, thinners actu ally cause problems. Waterborne finishes are especially sensitive to thinning. Overthinning can prevent the finish from forming a clear, hard film. Some spray-gun manufacturers recommend finish viscosity for a particular needle/tip combination. This information may be giv en as a ratio or a percentage of thinner and finish. The viscosity also may be given as the number of seconds it takes to empty a certain size viscosity cup. Viscosity cups have small holes in the bottom, which let liquid drain through (see the photo at right on the facing page). Appropriately sized cups are available from most spray-system makers.



the wettest edge, so you



3 Shelf tops andfronts-Re member to overlap strokes.



can easily blend areas you've just sprayed. Where pOSSible, move the gun away from your body, toward the ex haust fan (assuming you have one). This will help prevent overspray from settling on previ ously sprayed areas, and it will give you an un clouded view, too.-A. c.
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Room conditions are afactor-Tempera re and humidity dra matically affect how much thinner to use in a finish and how it will spray. Low temperature and high humidity are not especially con ducive to spraying. Even if you follow all the labels exactly, you may have to adjust tl1e amount of thinner you add. You can keep records of how much thinner you need for different conditions. After a while, you'll get a feel for this.
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5 Do the exterior cabinet sides andfront corners.



inin tllin t1nis



Stra and f"



g the h g the pot



Your finish and your equipment should be as clean as possible be cause a speck of dirt or dried finish could ruin the job. To remove im purities, pour the finish through a strainer or filter (available at paint supply dealers). As an added pre caution, you can install a filter on the end of the dip tube that draws finish from the pot, or put an in-line filter near the gun. To keep the air that comes from the compressor dry and



2



Coat interior back and sides. These areas won 't be highly visible when the piece isfinished.



clean, I run the line through a canis ter-type separator, which filters out water, oil and dirt before they get in the hose supplying air to the gun.



Selecting suitable fluid tips and air caps



Check thefinish with a viscosity cup. A stop watch and the recom mended viscosity cup show whether thinner must be added. Once thinned, thefinish is passed through a filter.



The fluid tip in a spray gun controls the amount of finish that gets deposited on a surface. In general, lighter finishes require a small tip. Thicker materials (or those with a higher percentage of solids) require larger fluid tips. The air cap in a spray gun controls the ve locity of the air, which governs how finely the fluid is atomized. Air caps with smaller holes cause the air to leave the gun at a higher velocity, thus producing finer atomization. Air caps are matched with fluid tips to give optimum performance. Most guns come equipped with a standard setup appropriate for several finishes. The setup includes a fluid tip that's about .050 in. dia. and a corresponding air cap. The standard setup will produce acceptable results with most finishes, but sometimes it's worth trying other combinations of fluid tips and air caps. In a turbine-driven high-volume, low-pressure P) system, the amount of air feeding the gun is constant, so adjustments to the air pressure can only be done by changing air caps. If you are using a waterborne finish with a turbine and a bleeder-type (con stant air flow) gun, make sure that the nozzle stays clean. These guns are prone to blobs of finish drying on the air cap and then blemishing the work.
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Finish the face frame. Begin with the inside edges, and then move to thefront ofthe case.



Adjusting the gun Spray guns come with adjustments for air and fluid. The type of finish being sprayed, the size of the object to be coated and the speed of application all play a role in deciding how to control the fluid and air. I always test my fan pattern and finish delivery rate on scrap wood or cardboard so that I can make adjustments be fore I actually spray the piece.



-
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Spray the top. By leaving the topfor last, the most visible part of the case isn 't marred by overspray.



Turbine-driven HVLP systems Adjusting a turbine-powered spray gun is a simple process: no matter what type of gun you own, the idea is to start air flowing through the gun first, and then introduce finish slowly until it flows continuously and evenly. The gun should apply a full, wet coat with no heavy spots or misses. From this point, you can open or close either knob to obtain the best spray rate and fan pattern. If you want to spray a lot of material in a hurry, open the fluid control more. If you are coating large surfaces, widen the fan pat tern. If you're trying to achieve a fine finish or you're spraying March/April 1996
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small items, you'll have more control of how much finish is ap plied and where it lands by restricting the fan and fluid. But re member, how you set one knob affects the other. For example, if you increase the air flow without adjusting the fluid, the finish may be too fine. Conversely, opening the fluid control without widen ing the fan can cause runs and sags. At the ideal settings, the finish will coat evenly and flow together well.



Compressor-driven systems-With high-pressure spray guns and conversion-air HVLP guns (both powered by a compressor), you have the ability to control the air pressure entering the gun in addition to adjusting the fluid rate and fan shape. Getting all three adjustments coordinated can be a bit tricky and takes some trial and error, but being able to regulate the air pressure at the gun al lows more spraying options.



-



Turntablefor even, quick coats After arranging trophy P gun. bases on a lazy Susan, the author sprays with an
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Develop a spray strategy Regardless of the size and shape of the object you're spraying, the main thing to keep in mind is that you want to spray an even coat over the entire piece. Always spray the finish in several thin coats dry rather than one heavy one. Lighter coats are less likely to faster and make sanding between coats easier. If the pieces you are spraying are so small that the air from the gun blows them all over the place, try placing them on a piece of screen or wire mesh. I prefer spraying small part with my turbine HVLP gun because the spray is softer. A good production tip for



nm,



spraying many small pieces is to put them on a lazy Susan and spray several at once (see the photo above). Rotate the turntable as you spray, so you don't build up too heavy a coat on the pieces. Position large work on sawhorses or a stand so that the height is



comfortable. You shouldn't have to bend, reach or otherwise con tort your arm or body while you're spraying. You should be able to turn and move the work easily. I sometimes support the work on all screws work well) to make sure stickers or points (blunted that the bottom edge gets good coverage.
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Spraying
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To maintain even spray coverage, there are a few things to re member. Grip the gun firmly, but not so tightly that your hand gets tired or uncomfortable. Point the nose of the gun so it's perpen dicular to the work surface, and hold the gun at the same distance from the work on each pass. Move the gun parallel to surfaces, not



Correcting spray:finish troubles Fine Woodworking contributing editor Chris Minick found big improvements in his ftnishes when he switched to spray equipment. But the transition wasn' t painless. Here's his list of common spray problems and, where they're not obvious, the solutions. Orange peel



Blush or cottoning



White spots



Sags and runs



1) 2) 3) 4)



(Ri1) ght half shows blush) 2) 3)



1) 2)



1) 2) 3) 4)



Atomization pressure



too low: I ncrease pressure



and adjust fluid. Spray gun too far from



work: M a i ntain 6- to 1 0- i n .



g u n distance. Coating viscosity too



high: Thin to correct



appl ication viscosity. Not enough coating



thickness for proper flow.
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High humidity: Deh u m i d ify



shop, or add retarder to finish. Improper thinner: Use o n ly



recom mended t h i n n e r.



Moisture in spray



equipment: I nsta l l water



separator i n a i r l i ne.



Water contamination in



spray equipment: Insta l l



water separator i n a i r l i n e . Water o n work surface:



Dry work su rface before



spraying.



Coat too heavy: Decrease



fluid flow to spray g u n . Spray gun too close to



surface: M a i nta i n 6- to 1 O-in. g u n d istance. Thinning solvent drying



too slowly: Use faster



evaporating t h i n ner. Drafty spray room.



bounce back, work from inside corners out. Use more wrist action, and trigger more quickly. On large areas, increase the flow, pull the gun back an inch or two and make passes in opposite directions. I lightly spray across the grain to make a tack coat. Then I immedi ately spray with the grain. In situations where your spray passes intersect, such as the stretcher-to-Ieg joint of a chair, release the trigger a bit sooner than you normally would. This will feather out the finish. If overlapping passes still give you a problem, mask off adjacent areas.
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Drying and clea



Plan for drying-The author uses racks to cure his sprayjin ished items. The area is warm, dry and dustjree.



in an arcing, sweeping motion. Begin your stroke 6 in. or so be fore the gun is over the wood, and continue the same distance be yond the other side. Trigger the gun a split second after you start your motion, and keep spraying until your arm stops. As you spray across the piece, move your arm steadily and smoothly without changing speed. For most HVLP guns, hold the gun about 6 to 8 in. from the sur face. This will let you spray a full, wet coat with minimal overspray and decent coverage. Move the gun at about the same speed you would a brush. Each pass should overlap the previous one by about half. When spraying small objects or tight places, reduce the flow and move the gun closer. To avoid clouds of overs pray and



Fat edge



Cratering



1) 2) 3)



(1)Solid chunk in center)



Corner profile too sharp:



S l i ghtly rad i u s 900 edges. Drafts on one side of



workpiece. One side of workpiece



warmer than other.



Solid contaminant



(usually from non-loading



g up are critical



It's easy to forget that once you spray a piece, the finish needs a warm, dry and dust-free place to cure. If you don't have a separate drying area (see the photo at left), production in your shop can grind to a halt. Even if you have a designated area, storing a num ber of wet cabinets, doors, drawers and trim pieces can be a prob lem. I use a system of racks to dry components and store them for short periods. Plywood trays, slipped into old baker's racks, come in handy when I have to dry lots of small pieces. When I'm drying round or odd-shaped items, like balusters, I hang them on an over head wire from swivel hooks. Each piece can be rotated and sprayed and then hung in my drying area. I have made it a ritual to clean my spray gun thoroughly while my work is drying. After cleaning the parts with the solvent rec ommended on the finish container, I dry them with compressed air. Then I coat all the fluid passages with alcohol and let it evapo rate before I store the gun in its case.
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Andy Charron writes about woodwo rking and builds custo m cab inets in Long Branch, NJ



Fisheyes



Microbubbles



1)



(1)Haze, waterborne finish only) 2)



Silicone or wax residue



from paint stripper or old finish: Wipe su rface with



sandpaper) lowers surface



m i n e ra l spi rits; m ist coats ( l et



tension: Sand defect, a n d



each d ry) to trap conta m i n a nts.



w i pe entire su rface with m i neral spi rits.



2)



Oil in spray equipment



(usually from compressor):



Insta l l o i l sepa rator i n a i r l i n e .



Coating is drying too



fast: Add retarder to finish.



Defoamer deactivates



in waterborne finish: Don't use waterborne fi n ish that's more than



3)



1



year o l d .



Atomization pressure



too high.



Sample photos: Boyd Hagen
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A personal comput er does more than homework. Trying out design ideas is fast with inexpensive software and a com puter. The programs are easy to master.



Designing with Your Computer Trying new designs and modifying old ones can be painless by Terrence W. Reigel
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Photo above: Boyd Hagen; inset photo: Scott Phillips



I



used to sketch cabinets with pencil and paper. But as my cabinets grew more complex, making design changes got harder. I tried drawing the basic framework, photocopying it and sketching in variations by hand. That was my approach when I under took a bathroom vanity not long ago. When I tried to get the right proportions for all the drawers and the raised-panel doors (see the photo on this page), eraSing and redrawing the many possible layouts drove me crazy. I knew that my personal computer made easy work of rearranging text and financial data, so I looked for a way to let it do the hard work in sketching. After a few false starts, I found a program that makes sketching quick and ac curate, tests new layouts easily and prints different views of my drawings. Virtually any personal com puter (PC) sold today will han dle this kind of program. If you already have one that runs Microsoft Windows, it proba bly will be able to help you with sketching, too. The soft ware you'll need costs as little as $ 100.



Advantages of using a computer for drawing Making changes easily and quickly is the most important feature of computer drawing programs. Once a basic ele ment, such as a door, has been drawn, I never have to draw it again. I can move it, copy it or change its proportions with a simple command-no eraSing or re-drawing. After a little practice, using the computer is faster than drawing with pencil and paper. This is certainly the case with complex drawings that require many tries to get the layout just right (see the drawings at right). I first tried making my sketches with a program in tended for business presentaDrawings: author; photo at right: Dennis Preslon



tions, but these programs aren't designed for making di mensioned drawings. As a re sult, tl1ey're not nearly as use ful as a program developed specifically for tl1is application. There are several sketching programs on the market. All are baSically simplified ver sions of the computer-aided design (CAD) programs engi neers have been using for a number of years.
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Choosing so
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Most easy-to-use sketching programs run under Microsoft Windows, so you need to be comfortable with using a personal computer with Windows. Ne>.'t you will need to select a drawing soft ware package and have a com puter that can support it (my experience is limited to IBM compatible PCs, but some of the software is available for Macintosh computers). AutoSketch for Windows, the one I use, is one of several less-complicated CAD pro grams currently on the market (Autodesk Inc., 2320 Marinship Way, Sausalito, CA 94965; 800964-6432). AutoSketch seems to be among tl1e easiest to use (see the drawing on p. 79). It works successfully with less powerful hardware and sells for about $ 100. Autodesk Inc. also offers the more capable AutoCAD LT (about $400). About half a dozen competi tors offer similar products priced within tlus range. A good software dealer should have several to choose from (see tl1e inset photo on the facing page). A tutorial included with the sketching program helped me get a feel for the basics. I start ed with some simple sketches and went on to more complex drawings. I even did a com plete plan of my house.



Trying different ideas Designing built-ins and furniture on a computer elimi nates tedious erasing and redrawi ng. These drawings show the evolution of a design for a bathroom vanity the author bui lt.
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The fi rst try establishes the overa l l size and concept.
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A second version turns equa l ly spaced drawers into graduated drawers.
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The fi nal drawing reta ins the graduated drawer theme but i ncreases the n u m ber of drawers in each outside bank to four.



As built: The author made this cabinet fromfinal drawings he created on a computer.



Features that save titne If you want to try many design variations, you can't beat a
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Layers simplify the view



1/" ",',.



D



Drawing this door i n layers makes it easier to see i ndividual parts. Each part is created as a sepa rate layer. Layers can be viewed and pri nted individ u a l ly or in overlaid groups.
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contains d i mensions, extension l i nes and construction notes.
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Dimension layer
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shows only the carcase framework.
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Case layer



D
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Dimensions overlaid on doors give the



Doors overlaid on case let you



information needed to cut out the pieces.



see the complete cabi net assem bly.



Door layer



details j u st the rails, stiles and panels.



Stretching parts lets you play with proportions This chest started with equal ly spaced drawers. Drawers were modified easily by using the stretch command. The whole case was then na rrowed to view another design option.
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Equally spaced drawers



computer. The following fea tures are real timesavers.



quick way to add repeated ele ments, like doors in a cabinet



Copying-The copy feature al



Stretching helps test pro portions-Probably the com



lows me to duplicate parts of the sketch in another location. It's an easy way to space paral lei lines. For example, when I'm laying out door rails, I find it easier to draw one line and copy it than to draw each line separately. Copying also is a
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puter's handiest feature is its ability to stretch parts as if the lines were rubber bands. Once the elements are drawn, I can manipulate the proportions until I find the look I'm after. For example, when I was
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Graduated drawers
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designing a chest of drawers, I needed to test a number



of drawer variations to find the arrangement I liked best (see the bottom drawings on this page).



Copying and stretching work together-In designing a complicated cabinet, I use the copying and stretching functions in tandem. On a
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Graduated drawers, narrow case



large cabinet unit with differ ent-size doors, I sketch one door, copy that door to the lo cations of the others, then use the stretch feature to adjust the height or width of the copies. This way, I avoid redrawing each one from scratch.



Keeping things clear with layers-Computer drawing programs allow you to put dif-



ferent parts of the drawing on different layers. It'� as though they were on separate pieces of tracing paper, stacked one above the other. You can make the various layers visible or hidden both on screen and for printing. This allows you to include every detail for accuracy and then print views with only the layers of interest. On the cabinet sketches shown at left, I put the face frame on one layer, the doors on another layer and the di mensions for each on their own layers. Then I printed a clean elevation to see the to tal effect of the finished prod uct, a dimensioned layout of the face frame and another of just the doors.



The computer manages the scaling-I don't have to wor ry about what scale to use be cause I always work with the actual measurements. The computer automatically scales everything to fit. This avoids possible errors from miscalculating or misreading a scale dimension. Also, I can never out of space. I can zoom in for a close-up to work with a detail on the screen or zoom out to see the big picture. When I print, the computer adjusts the size of the drawing to print at the scale I select. I can change the scale and print close-up views of portions of the drawing to see how details fit together.
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Some tips for easier wing
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Here are a few tricks I've dis covered that make computer sketching easier. Though my experience is with AutoSketch, these tips generally apply to most CAD programs.



Always use the snap fea ture-The snap feature forces the lines on your drawing to jump, or snap, to an invisible



grid so that they don't fall at odd fractions. If you don't use the snap grid, the dimensions, which are rounded, may not add up. You can select the snap-grid size that you need. When I sketched cabinets for my bathroom addition, I set the snap grid to 1/4 in., my normal working dimension. But some times I temporarily set it to smaller units, like when I'm working out the molding de tails for raised-panel doors and I want to work to the nearest 1/16 in. I can set the snap grid as fine as 1/64 in.



Tools connect lines easily Sketching programs let you connect intersecting lines pre-



necting intersecting lines ex actly is the chamfer tool. It's designed to draw chamfered corners automatically to any size that you select. If you set the chamfer size to zero, it neatly trims or extends two lines to a perfect corner.



How much computer do you need? Most PCs offered for sale today will support the light-duty sketching programs needed by most woodworkers. If you se lect a more full-featured pro gram, you should check the specifications on the package to be sure your computer has enough memory to run it. If you are planning to use your existing computer, I can
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slick glide surface. Wood flows through the cut. All steel welded with Fits all brands, BOLT ON, NO HOLES TO DRILL. Easy one hand moving with HYDLAR GLIDES. Readout with combo 1/64" (5X mag.) 1/16" (NON.Mag). Accurate to easily to 1/64". Micro adjustment allows you to set (and see) accurately Large diameter foam rubber grip gives you positive control over movement. 1 8 " wide T·SECTION, the widest i n the world for zero deflection. Powder epoxy finish times harder than paint. Optional t�slot for accessories, etc.
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From back cover to poster...



In July 1 988 we devoted our back



cover to



H.O.



Studley's exquisite



tool chest. So many of you wrote for a poster that we decided to go ahead and print one up. Since then, over



20,000



readers have ordered it. You



can't own the chest itself because it's on loan to the Smithsonian Institution. But you can still be inspired by our
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full



color, 18 in. by



in. poster of Studley'S craftsman



ship, printed on glossy stock.
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An exciting collection of reproduction Shaker rockers, dining chairs, tables, beds and other furniture. Available in kits or custom-finished. All exemplify the simplicity and versatile beauty of Shaker design. Also featured: Shaker baskets, oval boxes, pegs, pegboards, dolls, and needlework kits. Large AMEx



Card



Exp. date



Initials



Mail to: The Taunton Press, 63 S. Main St., P.O. Box 5506, Newtown. CT 06470-5506.
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Delta Sidekick The Delta Sidekick 10-in. sliding com pound miter saw (see the photo at right) is a winner in power and portability. It's the newest offering in Delta's growing line of miter saws-lO of them to date. This well made saw, with a discounted price of about $500, is a good value. The Sidekick has a large cutting capacity ( 1 1 1/2 in. wide by 3% in. deep at 90°), and it comes with an attached stand. A 13-amp motor gives the saw plenty of power. The slide assembly, bevel tilt and rotating miter table all worked smoothly. And the scales are easy to read. An adjustable depth-of-cut stop on the swing arm allows dado cutting. The electric brake stops the blade quickly once the trigger is released, although the saw makes an annoying squeal when it starts and stops. The sliding-saw assembly mounts on a pair of steel tubes that ride on ball bearings below the saw table. The slide can be locked so that the saw assembly won't bang around when the saw is moved. This feature also allows the Sidekick to be used as a regular chop saw. The saw arm tilts to the left for any bevel angle from 90° to 4 5 ° . Simple, rugged and adjustable stops are located at the end of travel. A quick-action lock allows the table to be set at any miter angle from 4r to the left to 5r to the right by gripping the clamp lever and rotating the saw table. Once the lever is released, the table is locked. Adjustable cursors on both the right and left side of the table indicate the miter angle. Although the saw is equipped with a dust bag, it captured only about half the chips generated. The attached, folding steel stand has ad justable stock-support arms and adjustable cutoff stops. Although the stand seems strong enough, it is a little shaky. Hardware is included so that the saw can be removed from the stand and permanently mounted to a bench. Three wrenches, stored on the stand, take care of all adjustments and blade changes. Aluminum castings for all the saw's main structural elements keep the to tal weight to just 59 lbs. To maintain accuracy over the long haul, the saw has adjustments to compensate for wear on the sliding rails, table pivot, table
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The Delta Sidekick 10-in. sliding compound miter saw has a large cutting capaci ty. It includes a folding table with adjustable stock-support arms. Photos except where noted: Dennis Preston
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Each one incor



one man band sawmi ll.
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Towaco, NJ 07082. Fax: 201-334-2657



purr



ou can feel the from the moment you turn it on - but you , won't hear it! Heavy cast iron construction and a timberbed absorbs vibration and noise. This is no ordinary lathe ! We've refined the woodturning lathes of yesterday by blending their finest design qualities with modern alloys and precision manufacturing. The result is a robust but elegant swing lathe whose bed length is unlimited. Guaranteed to please and complement the craft of even the most discerning of craftsmen. The Conover Lathe. A long tradition of pride in American-made quality. .
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Profile Sander Kit



This revolutionary new tool will rapidly become an indis pensible addition to your work shop. With its unique in-line action and the profiles which are included, you will be able to sand not only corners, but virtually any other concave, convex, and other hard to-reach areas that you can imagine.
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Tool Foru1n



(col/til/llell)



lock and bevel-bracket trunnion. The fast-acting work clamp mounts to ei ther side of the saw and easily adjusts to the stock thickness. But I wish the clamp had about 1 in. more reach so that it still could be used when an auxiliary wooden fence is attached to the saw fence. The miter table has soft detents to locate the most commonly used angles. I found these detents to be unreliable. Unlike the detents on my oid Delta miter saw, in which a pin solidly engages a notch, these use a spring-loaded ball and dimple like a cabinet latch. When I rotated the table back to the 0° pOSition, the table was off by a degree or so. To set any miter angle or to return to the 0° mark, I had to use the cursor and miter scale. The cut from the 40-tooth carbide blade that comes with the saw is too rough for fine work. Fortunately, a built-in arbor lock and conveniently stowed tools make changing blades a snap. The Sidekick saw, model #36-250, is man ufactured by Delta International Machinery Corporation. It is available from most major -Dennis Presto n tool suppliers.



CMT Ultra-Cut sawblade Intended for cutting double-faced laminat ed stock, CMT's Ultra-Cut circular saw blade also is great for cutting cabinet-grade plywood. The teeth on this sawblade (see the photo at right) have a high, alternate top-bevel grind. Grinding the teeth at a 40° angle produces a needle-like profile that slices tlu'ough brittle, splintery stock. Chip ping is virtually eliminated on botl1 faces. The blade was noticeably quieter than my other blades because the plate has a number of very fine laser-cut expansion slots (filled witl1 a resilient, silicone-based material) to reduce vibration and noise. I used the lO-in., 80-tooth blade for cut ting white oak plywood and experienced none of the chipping that I was getting with a sharp, high-quality, 60-tooth carbide blade made for plywood. In my miter saw, the Ultra-Cut produced superbly finished cuts in solid stock. The trade-off for this quality cut is a tooth that will wear more quickly. And because of the high grind angle, the teetl1 are more



Needle-like teeth on CMT's Ultra-Cut blade slice through brittle, splintery ma terial with little chipping.



fragile, so extra care is required when han dling and changing blades-a slight bump against the arbor or table of the saw will chip a tooth. The Ultra-Cut sells for about $80 and is available from CMT Tools, 310 Mears Blvd., Oldsmar, FL 34677; (800) 531-5559. -D.P



Harris cabinet scraper sharpening tool



Koch sharpening system



A cabinet scraper is such a simple tool that my students are always surprised at how quickly it generates wispy, thin shavings. They are equally surprised at the finesse required to turn a uniform burr on the tool's cutting edge. Harris Tools' scraper blade conditioner and sharpener may be just what they need. The Harris tool (see the photo at right) combines everything for establishing a proper burr in one housing. The wooden body has a file and guide for jointing the edge square with the sides of tl1e scraper, a honing stone to remove the file marks and a burnishing rod with guides for setting any of four hook angles: 0°, 5 9° and 13 For m e , the tool i s overpriced, and I'll stick with my trusty old burnisher and file. For the novice, the Harris cabinet scraper is an all-in-one tool that takes much of the frustration out of scraper sharpening. Harris Tools' scraper-blade conditioner



German master carver and tool designer Kurt Koch is marketing a system to hone gouges, chisels and knives quickly. The heart of the system is two special buffing wheels and a proprietary sharpening paste (see the top left photo on p. 94). The sur face of one wheel is firm for honing flat chisels and knives; the other wheel is more compliant to conform to the sweep of various gouges. For touching up a dull tool, this combi nation of wheel and paste produces a superb edge in about three seconds. I sharpened a box of 30 gouges and whit tling knives in a half-hour. While the wheel is turning away from the cutting edge, press the tool hard against the wheel. Curved tools, like gouges, should be rotated. The honing paste heats up, liquifies and rolls over the back of the tool. Sharpening is complete. There is no burr whatsoever. The heat build-up is min-
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Harris Tools ' cabinet scraper com bines file, honing stone and burnisher with angle gUides. and sharpener sells for $49.95 and is avail able through Garrett Wade, 161 Avenue of the An1ericas, New York, NY 10213-0459 (800-221 -2942); Highland Hardware, 1045 N. Highland Ave. N.E., Atlanta, GA 30306 (800-241-6748); or directly from Harris Tools, P.O. Box 837-1007, San Jose, Costa Rica (506-220-1266). -D.P
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drilling, and more!
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332 RIO Sander -.---.-----.--- $66 333 RIO Sander ...-.-.-.-.-.-..---.. $73 352VS 3x21 Bell Sander ------.-.... $169 98538 12V Cordless Drill Kit -..-.-- $164 690 1-112 HP Router ..--·-·---·-· $134 693 1 -112 HP Plunge Router .-.--.. $169 556 Plate Joiner ..---.--- $135 7310 Laminate Trimmer --.---.- $95
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7700 10' Laser Lac Miler Saw .. 340 114 Sheet Finish Sander '-'--- $49 73335 Dust Colleclion Kit ----.-. $24 347 2-114 Circular Saw wlCase ..--- $129 7839 3-114 HP VS Plunge Router --- $269 444 New Profile Sander --.-----.-.- $85 9444 New Profile Sander Kit .-.---.. $ 1 1 4 97366 6' RIO Sander Kit -.-.-.--- $144 550 Pocket Cutter --- -.--.. $ 1 78
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1655 7-114 Circular Saw .-....-....... $120 1 657 7-114 Circular Saw wibrake ----- $134 1604A 1-3/4 HP Router .-.-.-.-..... $139 1 6 1 3 EVS 2 HP Plunge Router ------ $194 1 6 1 5 EVS 3-1/4 HP Plunge Router .. $285 1 608 Laminate Trimmer .-.-.-.-.-.- $94 1 608U Underscribe Trimmer .-.-.-.. $145 1 608KX Deluxe Installers Kit ----.-- $229 1 584VS Jig Saw ..--.-.-------.--- $149 1 587VS Top Handle Jig Saw .-....-. $149 ..·-.... $144 3725DVS 5' RIO Sander
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New JTAS 10 TIlting Arbor Saw -.. $1 ,399 Your Choice of Fence System Riesemeyer (Commercial Model 50), Vega (Promodel 50), Excalibur (TI4BRL50L 12)



HTC MOBILE BASE



--.---.-.-.-.- $189 New JPM-13 PlanerfMoIder ------- $799 OC-550 Dust Coilector ----.-.---. $229 OC-12OO Dust Collector ---.-.-.--- $449 JW1054 Dust Coilector ACC Kit --.. $25 JW1 055 Dust Collector ACC Kit -.-.. $76 WBS14CS 14" Band Saw .-.-.----- $669 ....----..---..-- $84.95 H6CS 6' Joiner --.-.-.---.---.-.-. $449 --.-....----- $84.95
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JDP1 4MF 14' Drill Press '-'---'-- $429 JMA-581 Mortising Attachment -.-.- $34 JMA-582 Mortising Attachment -.-.- $34 JWS-l 8HO Shaper ..-.----.-.-.- $499 .-.---.-.-.- $84.99
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DHC1 5T4 Direct Drive Compressor .. $299
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0241 SK 1 8GA Brad Nailer Kit ...-..... $98 0250SK18GA Brad Nailer Kit --..---. $164 (518'-2' Brads)



BT3000 10' Table Saw ..------.. $529 SC162VS Scroll Saw '-'-'-'--'- $165 OS8450 Oscillating Spindle Sander .... $159 Sliding Compound Miter .. $399 T



0585T Angle Finish Nailer ---.----- $204 (1'-2-1/2' Finish Nails) 8290 Framing Nailer 80-160 .-.-.-.. $319



AP12 12-5116' Surtace Planer .-.- $395 Imbok Biscurt Cuner Kit .---- $99 BW600 6' Bench Grinder ---.-- $59



(Uses Full Round Head Nails) AT 550P 4 Gal. Air Compressor ..-.. $285 AT 550T 2K2 4 Gal. Air Compressor - $285
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JWTS- l 0 1 F 10' Table Saw-·-·-.... $569 -----....--...... $84.95



SLP20 Brad Nailer 5/8'-1 -5/8' .-.-.. $278 SN70 Framing Nailer 2'-3-112' .-.-- $479 M2 Rugged Duty Stapler -.-.---- $365 SM325 Framing Nailer ---.-.-.--- $41 9



++



SFNl Finish Nailer 1 '-2' Nails .-.--- $309 SKS Medium Duty Stapler ---.-- $275 SPS Roofing Stapler .-.-.---.---.- $349 SLS20 Narrow Crown Stapler .---.- $245



Put this versatile power-feed tool to how fast it work in your own shop. pays for itself! Quickly converts low-cost rough lumber into valuable finished stock, quarter-round, casing, groove . . . all base mold, tongue popular patterns ... even custom designs !



See



& NEW! Variable Feed Rate . 1000 70



Now, just a twist of the dial adjusts your planer from cuts-per-inch ! to over duces a glass - smooth finish on tricky grain patterns no other planer can handle. Easy Terms. Made in



Pro U.S.A. REE F TOLLPhone 1 ·800·821 ·6651 ext. PE56 6412D Y, MO PE56 KANSASINC.CI,TDEPT. N. TOPPING,TOOLS, 1431WOODMASTER



READ
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imal, so you can't burn the tool. The combination of speed, safety and no burr is attractive to be sure, but for me, the selling point is the quality of the edge. These polished edges are amazingly sharp. They are as good or better than ones I la bor to achieve with stones. The product literature claims that this system can be used to sharpen a wide as sortment of tools, but I think the system is best suited for gouges and narrow chisels. The system can be purchased as an inte grated sharpening unit with a high-quality nov, 1,400-rpm motor for $512. Or you can buy just the arbor-mounted set of two wheels and sharpening paste for $92.50. The U.S. distributor for the system is An drew Fairchock, 160 Hurley Ave., Kingston, NY 1 2401 ; (914) 339-2783.-C Michael Vogt



A razor-sharp edge in three seconds. The Koch system uses a proprietary hon ing paste and special buffing wheels.



Briefly noted



raft



Taylor C



adhesive rules



When making cutoff jigs, it's more conve nient to mount a scale directly to the jig. This eliminates fumbling with a tape measure. This is only one of a myriad of uses for a stick-down scale. The Taylor Craft Adhes-a-Rule (see the photo below) is made of a thin Mylar film with 1/1 6-in. graduations marked on the face. They are



ning scrapers



Veritas burnisher for tur Woodt:urning scrapers cut with a burr just like a cabinet scraper. A turning scraper is usually sharpened on a grinding wheel, but the resulting burr can be rough. The Veritas burnisher allows you to raise a fine,



RaiSing a burr by burnishiflg gives turning scrapers a uniform edge. 94
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more consistent burr by burnishing the tool's edge against a hard pin. The burnisher (see the photo at left) con sists of a cast-aluminum alloy plate with two pins. The straight pin is used as a ful crum and a tapered carbide pin acts as the burnisher. The pins can be moved to ac commodate different-sized scrapers. The aluminum plate is held in a vise or screwed directly to the benchtop. The raised burr's size is determined by how hard the tool is forced against the bur nishing pin. This is done by placing the scraper on the tool, against the straight ful crum pin, and sliding the scraper through an arc until the edge has the desired burr. Because the only scrapers mentioned or shown in the instructions were round-end ed, I was skeptical that the tool would be versatile enough to burnish my round-side and shear scrapers. I tested all three styles of scrapers and found tl1at the tool did in deed produce a burr on all of them. It bur nished the round scraper as well as I ex pected. The round-side scraper took some manipulation before all cutting edges were burnished; the shear scraper was actually the easiest to burnish. The scraper burnisher sells for $29.95 and is available from Veritas Tools, 1 2 E. River St. , Ogdensburg, NY 13669-0400; -Angelo] Iafrate (800) 667-2986.



available in 12 in. lengths. A package of 12 strips is $6 and is sold through many woodworking-supply houses. Mold your own sanding pad



Dynabrade, the industrial abrasive power tool manufacturer, has introduced a kit that allows the user to create a custom-fit ure thane pad to match the exact contour of any molding profile for finish-sanding. The kit sells for $65, and refills cost $32. The kit contains liquid urethane, a mold box, re lease agent and other components for cre ating a custom pad. The pads mount to Dynabrade sanders but should be adaptable to other makes. A hand-sanding block also is available. For more information, contact Dynabrade, I nc., 8989 Sheridan Drive, Clarence, NY 14031-1490; (716) 631-0100.



-DP



Dennis Preston is an assistant editor of Fine Woodworking. Michael Vogt is a woodworker in Saratoga Springs, Angelo Iafrate is a woodturner in New Caanan, Conn.
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Woodworking Books for ...
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0239-1 1 0406·1 0422-1 1 3300-1 5882 2 er mer �;4ti���O�\w 53n-l 112' Hammer Drill 5392-1 3/8' 6142 4 1 NEW 10' 6494 10' 6517 NEW VS 6539-1 Inine river 6767-1 Screwdriver K� Heal Gun Heat Gun Kit
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128 172 245 193 168



IRON MAN $1 9 8 EY6780EOK CDRNERMASTER IRONMAN 198
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Jeanne Johnson â€¢ Mail Room. Clerk: Lou Webbero Admin. Asst.: Danielle Dekmoblough. A few weeks back, Vince (an asso- group of members together to help.
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remaining pieces to guide your top-bearing straight bit and trim the .... When future projects need to be put on ...... each corner, removing as little stock as pos-.
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Designer: Robert H. Whitmer u Graphic Artist: Cheryl L. Cynor ... Marketing Director: Robert Murry Catalog Art. Director: ..... with a fancy wood (such as birds-.
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Simon Watts' article "Getting Your Steam Up" in FWW#64 prompts me to write about my steam genny. I took a 2,000-watt water heater element and added it to a ...
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for a way to improve the quality of what a dust control box. ... make a tricky cut safer Most woodworkers1 ...... pull the trigger first, before you move the spray.
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rabbet on side piece so width matches cut a 14"-deep kerf right along the ..... at around $215, the least expen- This is fairly easy with the Ryobi â€œtrapâ€� the long ...
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Woodsmith. +GET OVER 100. EXCLUSIVE ONLINE BONUS TIPS, see Page 99. ROUTER. GET THE MOST. FROM THE. #1 TOOL. IN YOUR SHOP! â€¢ TOP TIPS.
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Volts X amps/746 watts = horsepower, right? ..... [Alan Stirt is a woodnlrner in Enosburg Falls, Vt.] .... ture that will become heirlooms io the years ahead.
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Simon Watts ...... It is becoming increasingly difficult for a craftsman-Krenov and the rest of .... es to thallk, among others, Michael Burns, Creighton Hoke, Alan.
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Powerful 3 H.P. 220V single ..... junction with the California Air Quality Management District, a .... shop close to a gas hot-water heater posed a hazard due to sawdust in .... section of molding nearly as long as the box, cover it with thin ..... c
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the recent coverage of router dovetailing in the article by Alan ...... Watts 1-800-523-6285 ..... pointed out that American medicine is becoming more aware of.
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proper gauge, clip off the female end and then install the cord on the tool. ..... up like the Michelin Man. This sealed burner unit ...... Free brochure download. iiiG].
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true for the way we design and needed a way to hold the table in build the projects ..... nut, the adjustable stop moves ..... The tricky part is getting these grooves ...
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our company, August Home Publishing, is making a contri- bution to .... This caddy is the ideal solution for easily moving your air ...... is easy. The tricky part is.
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Jun 12, 2009 - Put your shoulder to the ..... It is this wide array of wor.dworking options that can stop me dead in my tracks as. I stand in the ..... Thi Tin h |.
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Woodsmith weekend project. GO ETRAS. Fretwork Wall Shelf.. The distinctive scroll saw work on this small shelf gives it the look of a timeless antique. But using.
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Spray Finishes. Table Saw Upgrade: Extreme Miter Gauges. Woodsmith www.woodsmith.com. Vol. 27 / No. 157. ROUTER. TABLE. JOINERY. Fast &. Flawless.
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on the router table, refer to page the fence to rip it â€œseven-fingersâ€� simply glued in ..... veneer, then mask off the area with tape. SQUARE. TEMPLATE. PLYWOOD .... root. So even though I've used BEVEL DOWN. Another thing the heck out my ...
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Working wood is inherently dangerous. Using hand or ... JOHN WILSON. Building a .... made of alder wood is based on a traditional sushi container from Japan.
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Fiue Woodworking (ISSN 0361-3453) is published himomhly,January. March, Ma)'. ...... are quickly becoming endangered species. The problem for ...... plans for -!3 of Watts' pieces. Softcol'er ...... Making Wood Toys That Move by Alan and Gill.
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3-1/2 DIA 1/2 SHK $82.00 .... #79), I was surprised that no mention was made of the hazard of ..... This generally holds true for any type of natural resource, .... Mail to: Wedge Innovations, 532 Mercury Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 ...... spiral cuttin
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Admin. Asst.: Brandi Hammond - Mail Room Clerk: Lou Webber while back, Vince Ancona Adolph is the father of Don Peschke,. Ltalked to me about an idea he ...
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Harlow, Christopher Casey, Ruth Dobsevage, Lisa. Durand .... a haunted house, stiffness in the action, and, after a ...... shield-the more tenacious the mark, the.
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[Simon Watts is a cabinetmaker, teacher, and boatbuilder in. San Francisco and Nova ...... In recent years the craft fair has become a viable way to reach a large market of both ...... Ellsworth, Rude Osolnik, Alan Stirt and. Del Stubbs turned and ..
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